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SAFETY & CONDUCT GUIDE
Safety should be our everyday expectation and duty.
Every person who works with Duke Austin should be able to go home at the
end of the working day without having suffered or caused harm in any way.
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HEALTH, SAFETY, SECURITY
& ENVIRONMENT POLICY
It is the corporate policy of Duke Austin & Company (DACo) to:
> PROMOTE and monitor good health.
> MAINTAIN and promote the highest standards of safety.
> ENSURE and maintain appropriate levels of corporate and personal security.
> ADOPT a proactive and global stance to help improve the environment.
In particular, our HSSE Plan defines that we will, in regard to:
> RISK – Assess and reduce risks in all our activities to a level as low as is reasonably practicable.
> TRAINING – Promote and provide HSSE training and education as is appropriate for all Employees,
Contractors and Associates.
> STANDARDS – Assess, commit to and provide for the HSSE standards and expectations of our
Clients.
> LAW & GUIDELINES – Ensure, as is appropriate, that our Employees, Contractors and Associates have
knowledge of, and comply with, the following legislation and guidelines:
•
•
•
•

International Safety Management Code (ISM).
International Ship & Port Security Code (ISPS).
Marine Pollution Regulations (MARPOL).
Oil Companies International Marine Forum Guidelines for SIRE Inspectors and for Control of
Drugs & Alcohol.
• National Health & Safety Regulations.
• Anti-corruption legislation as appropriate.
> WEAPONS, DRUGS & ALCOHOL – Forbid the possession and use of weapons, drugs or alcohol at
all work sites.
> LONE WORKING – When working alone on Company business, Employees and Contractors are to
maintain regular contact with management to identify their location, type of work and environment so
that any risk can be managed appropriately.
> SUPPLIERS – Encourage that suppliers promote high ethical and environmental standards.
> DIALOGUE – Maintain and improve dialogue between Clients, Employees and Associates such that
HSSE awareness rises to the highest rather than the lowest of our mutual standards.
DACo recognises its responsibility in monitoring, maintaining and improving Health, Safety, Security
and the Environment and that its standards must be of the highest level.

HEALTH, SAFETY, SECURITY & ENVIRONMENT POLICY
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ETHICS POLICY
Duke Austin & Company (DACo) holds Client and Contractor relationships in the highest esteem and this is
reflected in its policy to conduct all business in an ethical and transparent manner.
Business accountability is guided by an awareness of the conditions existing under the current UK Bribery
Act (2010) and relevant anti-corruption legislation as is periodically reviewed.
Zero tolerance will be applied to unscrupulous behaviour by Employees or Contractors which may
include, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:
> CONFLICT OF INTERESTS (COI) – Any potential conflicts of interests are identified and declared
between Associates and Clients to reduce any potential compromise to the lowest possible
minimum.
> ATTEMPTS TO INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME of work or reports and reporting protocols. Should an
Employee or Contractor be intimidated as to the outcome of results and findings, this should be reported
immediately to the Company in order to take corrective measures.
> ACTUAL OR SUSPECTED CORRUPTION of business between the Client and DACo. The Company
will monitor Client and Contractor feedback and promulgate information to other parties to avoid
influence.
> USE OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES – Any work-related issue or material identifying a Client,
Contractor or Employee must not be placed on any social networking site at any time.
> BRIBES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM will be rejected and reported to the Director by Employees and
Contractors as soon as is practicable. An appreciation is encouraged at every level of management
that any acceptance of bribes will compromise the Company’s quality profile and the Company/Client
relationship.
> ACTS OF DISHONESTY by any Employee or Contractor will be dealt with severely by the Company
which will take such action as is necessary and in keeping with the UK Bribery Act (2010) and/or other
applicable anti-corruption legislation as is periodically reviewed. Any such action is likely to lead to
termination of employment or contract with the Company.
> OUR PEOPLE – Employees at DACo work as a team respecting diversity and uniqueness of the
individual, their rights, responsibilities and their talents with mutual trust. We believe in creating equal
opportunity in recruitment and advancement, and in prioritising merit; no consideration is given to race,
colour, national origin, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, disability,
or any other characteristic protected by the applicable laws. As a Company, we work in good faith, within
the appropriate legal framework, with trade unions and other bodies that our people may collectively
choose to represent them.
The path of excellence and highest integrity will be chosen by DACo in providing complete and accurate
business accounts to its Clients; this can be seen in the progressive process of auditing within the Company’s
documented management procedures (ISO 9001:2008).

ETHICS POLICY
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DUE DILIGENCE POLICY
Duke Austin & Company (DACo) will determine corporate objectives and identify quantifying indicators to
monitor performance and allow demonstration of results and achievements. DACo wishes to align its
objectives with those of its Clients and Contractors so as to better monitor process and system data, and
allow improvements to services received and given.
VALUE FOR MONEY
DACo will offer value for money by achieving a low-cost base. By ensuring good practice in procuring
services, yet allowing vision, innovation and analysis, restructuring will be driven and efficiencies achieved
resulting in reduced costs and improving quality.
INCOME
Clear forecasting, control and monitoring of accounts will be achieved by regular reviews of financial
performance and cash flow projections; this will allow long and short-term forward planning and the
implementation of cost-saving measures.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The Company Risk Strategy includes:
> A regular review of organisational risks by management.
> Combining bottom-up risk management by Employees and Contractors with top-down
assessment to prioritise and manage risks material to the organisational level.
> Registration of risk that identifies actions for managing that risk, the owners of those actions and a
process for monitoring progress.
POLICIES
Company policies will be strong and include details of relevant regulation and responsibilities, and clearly
outline sanctions for breach. Procedures will also include guidance and be supported by appropriate and
well-communicated reporting mechanisms.
WORKING WITH ASSOCIATES
DACo will develop strong relationships with Contractors through regular communication and monitoring of
the work, so as to provide long-term value and to build mutual capacity. It is recognised that the potential
for sustainable growth is better managed with strong risk management processes and robust policies.
EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
The Directors understand the context in which DACo works, and management has a balanced mix of
expertise, experience and opinion to address the Company’s changing business needs. The Directors
will provide appropriate challenge to the Administration team whose skills will be routinely reviewed.
CASH MANAGEMENT
DACo company funds will be centrally and effectively managed such that a buffer is provided for short
and long-term needs and responsible cash flow.
MONEY LAUNDERING
It is the policy of DACo to prohibit and actively prevent money laundering and any activity that facilitates
money laundering or the funding of terrorist or criminal activities by complying with all applicable
requirements under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and its implementing regulations.
ASSURANCE OF RESULTS
The Company will be innovative in developing assurance techniques of regular review to allow
benchmarking of operational and financial performance between themselves and Associates, the intention
being to report results to identify and target anomalies.

DUE DILIGENCE POLICY
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DRUGS & ALCOHOL POLICY
Duke Austin & Company (DACo) aims to contribute to a safe, healthy and productive work environment by:
> Preventing drug and alcohol problems through raising awareness.
> Identifying problems at the earliest stage.
> Offering support to those who may have a problem.
This policy has been developed in line with industry standards and will ensure that all Employees and
Contractors have access to, fully understand and comply with the following Oil Companies International
Marine Forum (OCIMF) document:
‘GUIDELINES FOR THE CONTROL OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL ONBOARD SHIP’
When any Employee or Contractor is:
> Driving at work.
> Attending vessels when alongside, offshore or at offshore platforms.
> Attending terminals.
> At any other time when such restrictions might reasonably be expected.
The following restrictions will apply:
> Zero tolerance to any consumption of alcohol or taking of non-prescription drugs.
> No alcohol to be consumed within four hours before driving or any other work.
> No Employee or Contractor will attend work with any blood alcohol content.
The Company requires that all Employees and Contractors recognise and comply with:
> National and international regulations where the work is carried out.
> Carrier regulations when travelling to and from such place of work.
> Routine and unannounced testing at the place of work.
> Incident or other testing as may reasonably be required by the Company.
> Their responsibility to stop driving or work, and inform the Company should they suspect that they
are likely to be influenced by alcohol or drugs, including taking prescription or ‘over the counter’
medicines.
Non-compliance with these requirements may lead to an Employee having to take annual leave and,
should this become a regular occurrence, appropriate disciplinary action will be taken.

DRUGS & ALCOHOL POLICY
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DRIVING AT WORK POLICY
Duke Austin & Company (DACo) is committed to road safety and to its duty under the UK Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974 (or comparable legislation of other nations) to reduce the risk of work-related road traffic incidents
for the wellbeing of all Employees and Contractors as far as is reasonably possible. To achieve this
management will:
> Routinely undertake risk assessments dealing with all aspects of driving at work including driver safety
and journey planning; DACo will record and act on any subsequent findings.
> Ensure that every incident involving any vehicle driven on behalf of the Company is recorded and
that collective information will be regularly analysed and action taken to reduce recurrence.
DRIVER SAFETY:
> Ensure that any Employee or Contractor driving on Company business is properly licensed for the
particular class of vehicle.
> Require that any driver on Company business should report to the Company within five days all
penalties/convictions and traffic-related incidents.
> Require that seat belts must be worn at all times when either a driver or a passenger.
VEHICLE SAFETY:
> Ensure that Company vehicles are fit for purpose with safety features having high priority and that they
are inspected and maintained to the manufacturers’ service schedules.
> Require Employee and Contractors’ own vehicles to be properly insured and roadworthy at all times
when on Company business.
JOURNEY PLANNING:
> Promote schedules that allow for speed limits, adequate rest periods and realistic timetables.
> To avoid tiredness, ensure adequate rest prior to journey commencing.
> Require any person on Company business to raise concerns if a schedule becomes unrealistic.
> Require drivers to monitor weather and to reschedule if conditions become too dangerous.
DISTRACTIONS WHILST DRIVING:
> Promote that mobile phones are used and navigation devices programmed only when stopped in a
safe place.
> Promote that any device is positioned such that it will not cause injury in an accident.
> Advise all drivers that they have a responsibility to avoid any distraction whilst driving.

REQUIRE THAT NO PERSON SHOULD DRIVE WHERE THEY SUSPECT THEY ARE UNFIT TO DO SO.

DRIVING AT WORK POLICY
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PRIVACY POLICY
This policy applies to personal information processed by Duke Austin & Company (DACo), specifically:
WHAT KIND OF PERSONAL INFORMATION IS PROCESSED?
> Personal details and information, such as title, full name and contact details.

>

Date of birth, gender and nationality.

>

Identity document copies, such as passport or driving licence.

>

Records of your contact details, such as via telephone, email etc.

>

Employment status, if relevant.

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION?
> Personal information is obtained from the individual directly.
WHAT ARE THE LEGAL GROUNDS FOR PROCESSING PERSONAL INFORMATION?
> HSSE purposes.

>

Tax purposes.

>

Payment purposes.

>

Personal data can be withdrawn at any time by direct contact.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE IF PERSONAL INFORMATION CHANGES?
> Our records will be updated when contacted by the individual.

>

Any advice from a third party will be verified by DACo before data changes.

>

DACo is unable to provide services if information is incorrect or out of date.

>

In cases where providing personal information is optional, DACo will make this clear.

HOW LONG IS PERSONAL INFORMATION RETAINED?
Unless otherwise explained, DACo holds personal information based on the following criteria:

>

According to reasonable business needs, such as managing relationships and operations.

>

As required to provide services, and then for as long as is necessary to protect against a resulting claim; and/or

>

Retention periods in line with legal regulatory requirements or guidance.

WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS UNDER DATA PROTECTION LAWS?
All individuals have rights under data protection laws; they don’t apply in all circumstances:

>

The right to be informed about the processing of personal information.

>

The right to have personal information corrected if it is inaccurate and to have incomplete personal information completed.

>

The right to object to processing of personal information.

>

The right to restrict processing of personal information.

>

The right to have your personal information erased (the ‘right to be forgotten’).

>

The right to request access to own personal information and to obtain information about how DACo process it.

>

The right to move, copy or transfer personal information (‘data portability’).

PRIVACY POLICY
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HSSE PLAN

Delivery of Plan
(schedule of
completion)
Emergency
Procedures

Strategy

Contract
-Subcontractor
Compliance

Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)

HSSE
Plan
Administration
Review & Audit
of Plan

-Reports
-Competency
-Responsibility

Management of
Change Process

Policy & Procedure

Risk Assessment
Work Planning

DACO051
DACO051

HSSE PLAN
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

Subcontractor or Employee

Assess risk to
yourself and
others

Evacuate
dangerous area

Call for help or
find help

Follow work site
emergency
procedure

As soon as
practicably
possible contact
DACo office

DACo Management

DACo to report information
to client; DACo to review
accident/incident regularly
until employee/subcontractor is ‘Fit For Work’

Employee/
subcontractor
to fill in
Accident
& Incident
report form

DACo to keep in
regular contact
with employee/
subcontractor
involved

DACo to assess
emergency,
contact next of
kin and client

DACo to contact
emergency
services if not
already done so.
Administer first
aid if necessary.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
NON-CONFORMITY, ACCIDENT OR NEAR MISS REPORT
In the event of an Non-conformity, Accident or Near Miss, Duke Austin & Company (DACo) should be informed as soon as
is practicable and this report should be completed and submitted to us within 24hrs to admin@dukeaustin.com.
This form can be replaced by a copy of any similar report form that has been completed by a qualified person at
the point of accident/incident but should still be submitted within 24hrs.

Personal Details

Witness or persons reported to

Name:

Name:

Address:

Address:

Email:

Email:

Signature:

Contact Number:

Type of work:

Occupation:

Details
Delete as applicable
When did it happen?

Non-conformity, Accident or Near Miss
Date:

Local Time:

UTC:

Where did it happen?
What PPE was being worn?
Weather conditions at time of event?
Was a drug/alcohol test conducted?

Who by?

What happened?

What was done? (e.g. medical treatment, inspection cancellation)

How to prevent?

Office use only
Actions to prevent?
Time frame to close-out:

Proposed date to close-out:

Actual date of close-out:

Name:

Signature:

Date:

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

NON-CONFORMITY, ACCIDENT OR NEAR MISS REPORT
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment
Task
No.

SRA 01
PRIVATE/HIRE CAR TRAVEL IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD

Work process/Action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

01

Home to inspection site in own
region

Driving private/hire car

Adhere to Driving at Work Policy
Take a break after 2 hrs. Max 31/2
hrs total driving, above this
requires ERA

02

Private /hire car use abroad

Driving on foreign roads
Speeding and traffic direction

Adhere to Driving at Work Policy Different regulations
Allow ample time for journey
and speeds

Yes

03

Private /hire car

Delays due to traffic incidents,
accidents and breakdowns

Adhere to Driving at Work Policy Missing connection
Allow ample time for journey
with onward
transport

No

04

Private /hire car

Theft of car or contents

Locking car and no contents
left in sight

Loss of property and
cancellation of work

No

05

Hire car

Poor quality of hired vehicle

Use reputable hire car firms
Arrange car through travel
agents

Accidents and
delays

Yes

None

No

SUMMARY
Notes

>
>
>
>
>
>

Refer to Company Driving at Work Policy.
Take a break of at least 1/2 hour after 2 hours’ driving.
Maximum of 31/2 hours’ total driving time in any journey otherwise an Extraordinary Risk Assessment (ERA) should be completed.
Driver is to orientate himself to applicable traffic regulations including traffic direction (left or right-hand-side) prior to commencing the drive.
Adequate time should be allowed for the journey to avoid the ‘need to speed’.
Continuous assessment of local weather conditions should be carried out throughout drive and journey may need to be aborted in the event of deterioration.

Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – PRIVATE/HIRE CAR TRAVEL IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD

SRA 01
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm

01

Task #02 Unfamiliar national driving regulations

a/ Inspector to familiarise with local driving regulations

02

Task #05 Poor condition of hire car causing accident or delay

a/ Use reputable hire car firms
b/ Arrange car through travel agents

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Hazard No.

Likelihood of
harm

01

Unlikely

02

Unlikely

Extreme harm

Severity of
harm
Moderate
harm
Moderate
harm

Risk factor
MEDIUM RISK
MEDIUM RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(Section 2):
1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
2. Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the
level of risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red) additional
control measures should be implemented and recorded in Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review date

01

Orientation before driving. Review previous experience.

N/A

April 2022

02

Inspect car and refuse if unsafe. Advise DACo and use other transport.

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2021

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – PRIVATE/HIRE CAR TRAVEL IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD

SRA 01
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment
Task
No.
01

02

03

04

SRA 02
PUBLIC TRANSPORT USE – TRAVELLING BY FLIGHT, TRAIN, FERRY, BUS OR TAXI

Work process/Action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

Flight sections of travel, home to
inspection site, own region and
abroad

Flying

Travel Agent Policy
Use reputable airlines
DACo Travel Policy

Terrorist attack
Air accident

Yes

Ferry sections of travel, home to
inspection site, own region and abroad

Condition of ferry and security at port

Book reputable ferry operators

Terrorist attack
Ferry accident

Yes

Train sections of travel, home to
inspection site, own region and abroad

Security at stations
Loss of bags

Travel Policy (allow realistic
time for journey)

Terrorist attack
Rail accident

Yes

Use of taxi during travel, home
to inspection site, own region or
abroad

Car/road/driver condition/security

Agent supervision/advice
where relevant
Travel Policy

Condition of driver,
Yes
roads and car
Use reputable taxi firms

SUMMARY
Notes

> Flying – if crash position requires hands on head don’t cross fingers (to avoid breaking them). Keep shoes on until take-off in case of evacuation.
Move around during flight to stop deep vein thrombosis.

> Ferry/Train/Airports – continuous assessment at terminals and trains for suspicious packages or persons. Review security level in region prior to travel.
> Train – be aware that gaps and height differences between platform/train vary between countries. Rear facing seats are safer in crash. Stay seated until the train stops.
> Travel Policy:
• Allow ample and realistic time for journey to avoid trips and falls from rushing.
• Despite familiarity, ON EACH FLIGHT, closely follow air crew safety briefing and read safety card noting crash position to adopt and emergency exits.
Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – PUBLIC TRANSPORT USE – TRAVELLING BY FLIGHT, FERRY, TRAIN, BUS OR TAXIS SRA 02
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm

01

Task #04 Condition of driver/road/car

a/ Agent arranged taxi firm
b/ Use reputable taxi firms
c/ Inspector to assess driver/car/roads according to policy

02

Task #01/02/03 Terrorist attack

a/ Review security issues prior to travel when using public transport

03

Task #01/02/03 Air, ferry or rail accident

a/ Individual management of options for personal safety during each stage of
the journey. Avoid complacency.

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Hazard No.

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very unlikely

01

Likelihood of
harm
Unlikely

02
03

Severity of harm

Risk Factor

Moderate

MEDIUM RISK

Very unlikely

Extreme

HIGH RISK

Very unlikely

Extreme

HIGH RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(Section 2)::
1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
2. Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the
level of risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red)
additional control measures should be implemented and recorded in
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review Period

01

Refuse to travel in car if not OK

N/A

April 2022

02

Any increased risk requires an ERA

N/A

April 2022

03

Remain vigilant throughout the journey, continually assessing options and escape routes

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2022

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – PUBLIC TRANSPORT USE – TRAVELLING BY FLIGHT, FERRY, TRAIN, BUS OR TAXIS SRA 02
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment

SRA 03
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

Task
No.

Work process/action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

01

International travel to inspection site arrival at airport

Visa control, immigration and
security

Agent pre-arrival checks
Travel Policy

Refusal of visa
Loss of documents

Yes

02

During stay in different regions

Regional health issues

Travel Policy
Use website –
www.who.int/travel-advice

Personal health

Yes

SUMMARY
Notes

>
>
>
>
>

European inspectors to carry European Health Insurance Card (EHIC).
Wash hands regularly during travel.
Ferry/Train/Airports – continuous assessment at terminals and trains for suspicious packages or persons.
Care taken to keep baggage under you control at all times.
Travel Policy:
•
All inspectors to have health insurance valid for travel in area of inspection.
•

All inspectors to ensure they have required vaccinations for countries they are inspecting in.

Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SRA 03
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

01

Task #1 Baggage loss

02

Task #1 Problems with visa, immigration or security

03

Task #2 Personal illness during stay or travel

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm
a/ Use reputable airline through BMT
b/ Important documents in hand luggage
a/ Passport details forwarded to agent
b/ Travel agent available for return journey
c/ www.gov.uk/foreight-travel-advice
a/ Personal health insurance
b/ EU Health Card
c/ www.who.int/ith

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Hazard No. Likelihood of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

Severity of harm

Risk factor

01

Likely

Slight harm

LOW RISK

02

Unlikely

Slight harm

VERY LOW RISK

03

Unlikely

Moderate harm

MEDIUM RISK

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(Section
To
assess2):the risk factor arising from the hazard:

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.3.

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
Select
the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the hazard;
hazard;
Cross
reference
table (left)
(above
left) to determine
Cross referenceusing
usingthe
theRisk
risk Estimator
estimator table
to determine
the the
level
levelofofrisk;
risk;
4.4. IfIfthe
MEDIUMor
orabove
above(Yellow,
(Yellow,Orange
Orangeor
orRed)
Red) additional
theRisk
risk Factor
factor isisMEDIUM
control
measures
be implemented
and recorded
Section3in
additional
controlshould
measures
should be implemented
andinrecorded
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review Period

01

None

N/A

N/A

02

None

N/A

02
N/A

03

Advise DACo to instigate emergency procedure

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2022

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SRA 03
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment

SRA 04
ACCOMMODATION IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD

Task
No.

Work process/Action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

01

Staying in hotels, or other
accommodation

Hotel standards – hygiene/quality

Local agent organises,
supervises and advises

Food poisoning
Insanitary room
conditions

Yes

02

Staying in hotels, or other
accommodation

Access and escape in emergency
conditions

Travel Policy

Fire
Unable to escape

Yes

03

Staying in hotels, or other
accommodation

Hotel security where relevant

Agent supervision/advice

Political situation,
local security

Yes

SUMMARY
Notes

>
>
>
>
>

Don’t use lifts during emergencies.
Use manual lock on room door at night.
Lock valuables away in room safe.
Assess whether water is safe to drink.
Travel Policy:
•
Preferred rooms on second or third floor.
•

Preferred rooms close to stairwell.

Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – ACCOMMODATION IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD SRA 04
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm

01

Task #1 Food poisoning/ insanitary room conditions

a/ Check hotel (Trip Advisor)
b/ Agents advise/approval

02

Task #2 Fire or other emergencies

a/ Stay in rooms close to emergency exits
b/ Familiarise with evacuation routes

03

Task #3 Political situation, local security

a/ www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
b/ Check hotel (Trip Advisor)
c/ www.who.int/ith

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Hazard No. Likelihood of harm

Severity of harm

Risk factor
MEDIUM RISK

01

Unlikely

Moderate harm

02

Very unlikely

Moderate harm

HIGH RISK

03

Unlikely

Moderate harm

MEDIUM RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(Section 2):
1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
2. Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the
level of risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red)
additional control measures should be implemented and recorded in
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review Period

01

Contact agent and refuse to stay

N/A

April 2022

02

Carry fire and industrial escape hood when attending DACo work

N/A

April 2022

03

Return to airport

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2022

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – ACCOMMODATION IN OWN REGION OR ABROAD SRA 04
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment

SRA 05
LAUNCH WITHIN HARBOUR LIMITS AND OFFSHORE

Task
No.

Work process/Action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

01

Boarding/disembarking via launch
within harbour limits, or sheltered
waters

Condition of launch. Condition of
pilot ladder/combined ladder

Reputable launch service
Launch Policy (min two crew,
lifejacket to be worn)

Falls during boarding
/disembarking
launch/ship

Yes

02

Boarding/disembarking via launch
outside of harbour limits or open
waters

Condition and manning of launch
Weather

Reputable launch service.
Launch Policy (min two crew,
lifejacket to be worn)

Falls during boarding
launch and ship due
to excessive
rolling/pitching

Yes

SUMMARY
Notes

> Launch Policy:
• Launch to have minimum of two crew.
• Preferred route to and from launch cabin is via outboard side.
• Assess movement of launch when stepping onto a boarding arrangement and only do so when launch on the top of wave.
• Three points of contact on ladder at all times.
Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – LAUNCH WITHIN HARBOUR LIMITS & OFFSHORE SRA 05
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm

01

Task #1 Falls and injury during boarding/disembarking launch/ship

a/ Reputable launch service through agent
b/ Inspector to assess LSA of launch
c/ Lifejacket + PPE. No gloves worn
d/ No hand baggage while climbing ladder
e/ Always 3 points of contact on ladder
f/ Inspector to asses rigging ladder/combination ladder

02

Task #0 Falls and injury due to sea conditions causing ship/launch to
roll/pitch

a/ Inspector to initially assess sea conditions prior to boarding
b/ b/ Inspector to continually assess conditions throughout the journey

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Hazard No. Likelihood of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Severity of harm

Risk factor

01

Unlikely

Extreme

HIGH RISK

02

Unlikely

Extreme

HIGH RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(Section 2):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine
the level of risk;
If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red)
additional control measures should be implemented and recorded in
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review Period

01

If poor weather or lifesaving apparatus, refuse to board

N/A

April 2022

02

If poor weather then abort journey

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date:August 2022

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – LAUNCH WITHIN HARBOUR LIMITS & OFFSHORE SRA 05
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment
Task
No.

SRA 06
TERMINAL – WORK & TRANSIT
Needing further
assessment?

Hazards associated with activity

01

Terminal additional safety
requirements

Lack of additional PPE

Pre-arrival checks

None

No

02

Arrival at terminal security gate
including approach

Safe passage from car park/taxi
drop off to gate

Terminal safety policy – use
marked safe walkways

None

No

03

Transit terminal/walking within
terminal

Hazardous liquid/gas

Use of PPE
Terminal safety regulations –
designated safe walkways..

Personal injury
due to gas/toxic
liquid/explosion

Yes

Boarding vessel via ship/shore

Condition/rigging of ship/shore
gangway

Terminal/ship regulations

Personal injury
– trip/fall

Yes

04

Unsafe walk areas

Controls already in place

Significant
risks

Work process/Action undertaken

SUMMARY
Notes

>
>
>
>
>
>

Min PPE hard hat, safety boots, reflective vest, eye protection (preferably chemical goggles).
Stay clear of other vessels’ mooring ropes particularly when they are being tightened.
Phone to be turned off prior to terminal entry.
No matches or lighters carried.
Gangways or accommodation ladders to be correctly rigged and have non-slip treads. (Inclination not to exceed 55 degrees for accommodation ladders or 30 degrees
for gangway.)
Properly rigged bulwark ladder if gangway used.

Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – TERMINAL – WORK & TRANSIT SRA 06
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

01

Task #3 Emergency conditions such toxic gas/liquid escape, explosion
and fire
Task #4 Unsafe rigging of ladder, poor condition, no net

02

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm
a/ Terminal emergency signals, point of refuge
b/ Inspector to assess areas where it is safe to walk
b/ Inspector to assess condition/rigging as an initial part of the overall
inspection regime

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Severity of harm

Likelihood
of harm

Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard:
1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
2. Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the
level of risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red)
additional control measures should be implemented and recorded in
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review Period

01

If unsafe, refuse to enter and return

N/A

April 2022

02

If unsafe, refuse to board, request correction and if still an issue, contact terminal personnel

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2021

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – TERMINAL – WORK & TRANSIT SRA 06
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STANDARD RISK ASSESSMENT
Record No.
Area of assessment

SRA 07
VESSEL – WORK & TRANSIT

Task
No.

Work process/Action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

01

Crew rest hours

Reduced safety to inspector due
to crew fatigue

Controls already in place
Defer or cancel inspection
with due consider to STCW

Significant
risks

Needing further
assessment?

Personal injury

Yes

Personal injury
due to contact
with cargo,
vapour and inert
gas

Yes

Guard rails in place
Inspectors to take passive
role during the inspection
(no operating of machinery,
turning of valves etc.

Damage to
personnel or
ship

Yes

Always wear personal
calibrated gas meters

Personal injury

Yes

Hours of rest
02

Undertaking inspection of cargo
area

Danger from toxic/hazardous
cargoes

Min PPE level: hard hat,
chemical resistant goggles,
fire resistant boiler suit,
reflective vest, ear protectors
and safety boots
Vessel operator procedures
/safety routines

03

Inspection of specific areas, i.e.
engine room/pump room

Moving machinery
Trips & falls
Extreme temperature

04

Attending vessel for proposed work

Lack of O2 or presence of toxic
gas

SUMMARY
Notes

>
>
>
>
>

DACo policy to wear personal gas analysers during inspection.
Inspect outside areas of vessel during daylight.
Never walk under crane arms when in use.
Allow adequate ventilation prior to entering enclosed lifeboats.
Don’t touch the mooring winch brake base when its line is deployed in case it slips.

Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature
and therefore do not require a more detailed assessment.

Responsible Person: Signed

Name:

William Austin

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – VESSEL – WORK & TRANSIT SRA 07
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DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm
a/ Preview vessel schedule prior to boarding
b/ Check records of rest hours
c/Assess alertness of officers & crew

01

Task #1 Crew fatigue

02

Task #2 Injury from contact with toxic gas or liquid

03

Task #3 Injury due to proximity of operating machinery

a/ Stray behind guard rails
b/ do not touch operating machinery
c/ Be aware that machinery can start at any time

04

Task #4 Presence of gas or lack of oxygen

a/ Inspector to assess whether any space is safe to enter during inspection
b/ Always use personal gas monitor

a/ Inspector to access condition of cargo area

Section 2: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm
Very unlikely

Unlikely

Likely

Hazard No. Likelihood of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Risk factor

01

Very unlikely

Extreme harm

HIGH RISK

02

Unlikely

Extreme harm

HIGH RISK

03

Very unlikely

Extreme harm

HIGH RISK

04

Unlikely

Extreme harm

VERY HIGH RISK

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard
(section 2):
2.

Very likely

Severity of harm

VERY HIGH
RISK

1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the
hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the
level of risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red)
additional control measures should be implemented and recorded in
Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review date

01

Abort/postpone inspection and refuse to board or leave ship

N/A

April 2022

02

If unsafe leave cargo area and discuss further action with Master

N/A

April 2022

03

Abort/postpone inspection of sections and report

N/A

April 2022

04

If unsafe refuse to enter

N/A

April 2022

Additional Comments: None

Assessment Date: August 2022

AREA OF ASSESSMENT – VESSEL – WORK & TRANSIT SRA 07
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EXTRAORDINARY
RISK ASSESSMENT (ERA)

DA051

EXTRAORDINARY
RISK ASSESSMENT

Reason for assessment:

SUMMARY
Task
No.

Work process/action undertaken

Hazards associated with activity

Controls already in place

Significant risks

Needing further
assessment?

01
02
03

NOTES

>
>
>
>
Declaration: Where no significant risk has been listed, we as assessors have judged that the only risks identified were of an inconsequential nature and therefore
do not require a more detailed assessment.
Responsible person

Signed:

Name:

DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Hazard No.

Task number from summary description of identified hazards

Existing control measures to protect personnel from harm

01
02
03

Section 1: Hazard analysis of the intended work activity
Likelihood
of harm

Hazard No. Likelihood of harm

Severity of harm
Slight harm

Moderate harm

Extreme harm

Very unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

VERY LOW
RISK

HIGH RISK

Unlikely

VERY LOW
RISK

MEDIUM
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Likely

LOW RISK

HIGH RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Very likely

LOW RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

VERY HIGH
RISK

Severity of harm

Risk factor

01
02
03
04

To assess the risk factor arising from the hazard:
1. Select the expression for likelihood which most applies to the hazard;
2. Select the expression for severity of harm which most applies to the hazard;
3. Cross reference using the risk estimator table (left) to determine the level of
risk;
4. If the risk factor is MEDIUM or above (Yellow, Orange or Red) additional
control measures should be implemented and recorded in Section 3.

Section 3: Additional control measures to reduce the risk of harm
Hazard No.

Further risk control measures

Remedial action date

Review date

01
02
03

EXTRAORDINARY RISK ASSESSMENT
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TRAVEL AWARE

DA051

TRAVEL AWARE
LOST OR STOLEN PASSPORT WHEN ABROAD
The process:
> Report incident to the local police ASAP and get a Crime Reference Number (CRN).

> You will need the Crime Reference Number to apply for an Emergency Travel Document (ETD).
> You must visit the local Embassy, Consulate or High Commissioner of your home country.
> You will need to take the following with you:
• Two passport quality photos.
• A copy of the police report including CRN.
• Documents supporting your travel arrangements (air ticket, etc.).
• Cash in the local currency as you will need to pay for this document, typically around US$100.
> The Embassy or Consulate staff will check that you are eligible for an ETD. If not, they will tell you why.

> You may receive it on the day you apply or, if your circumstances are complex it can take longer; you may
also have to change your travel plans.

> The ETD will only be valid for the journey on the travel documents.
Important information:
> Your passport may be cancelled.
> Immigration authorities will keep your ETD when you reach your destination.
> An ETD enables you to leave the country you are in and travel to your destination via a maximum of five
countries.
> An ETD can also cover a return journey if you are resident in the country you are applying from
> If VISAs were required before you travelled check these are all still in place as you may need duplicate
paperwork or to reapply.
WORLD WIDE TAXI SAFETY
Taxi safety for travellers – 10 Tips
Ask ahead for the typical price and tipping range.

>
>

Call for a taxi instead of hailing one.

>

Never take a taxi alone if you’re drunk.

>

Look for a meter, a radio, a badge and a door handle.

>

Sit in the backseat – not in the passenger seat.

>

Keep expensive items hidden and keep your things close.

>

Know where you’re going ahead of time.

>

Ride with the windows closed, or nearly so, and have your phone handy.

>

Know your local currency.

>

Know who to call in an emergency.

Here are some useful statements that can be translated into the local language and printed on a card before you travel, or spoken by
using the translate app on your phone:
For your safety and mine, please:
> “Keep within the speed limit.”

>

“Do not use your mobile phone whilst driving.”

>

“Wear your seat-belt, I will wear mine.”

>

“Thank you for this. Please confirm it is possible; otherwise, I am not able to travel in your vehicle.”
TRAVEL AWARE
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TRAVELLING DURING A PANDEMIC
When travelling:
>

Ensure you have the correct PPE and documentation required to travel and adhere to government
guidelines on distancing and groups in all countries to be visited.

>

Check national and regional travel advice: www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice

>

Check World Health Organisation (WHO): https://www.who.int/

>

Reduce public contact, ‘Keep your Distance’.

>

Travel direct if possible.

>

Plan rest stops in advance if driving.

>

Take food and water for the journey whether it’s car, ferry or plane.

>

Plan overnight stops.

When attending workplace, office, terminal, vessel etc.:
>

Maintain regular contact with coordinator.

>

Advocate the preview documents in SIRE repository if available to reduce time on board vessel.

>

Check with vessel/agents to confirm risks addressed.

>

Complete terminal, ship and DACo Pre-boarding Statements DACo 104 and submit/share prior to
inspection.

>

Ensure PPE is worn correctly, sanitised or replace after each attendance.

>

Maintain high standard of personal hygiene during attendance.

>

Adhere to site and ship regulations/requirements throughout your visit.

TRAVEL AWARE
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
NUMBERS
International Emergency Number 112
Call 112 if you’re not in the UK and you’ll get through to the appropriate emergency service. Available everywhere
in the EU, as well as certain countries outside the EU, such as Switzerland and South Africa, 112 is a
standardised number that’s worth remembering if you’re travelling abroad.
112 calls are free on all mobile phones. You can even call these numbers when you have no credit and can’t make
any calls. Additionally, they’ll work across networks, so even if you don’t have a signal if the phone can pick up
another network it will use that.
Remember to add the telephone number of your travel insurance company to your mobile phone before travelling.
Check out the video link: ‘Help Me’ The secrets of using 112 on a mobile phone in an emergency/accident
Blue Marine Travel

+44 (0)1279 661000 (24hr number)

Duke Austin & Company Limited

+44 (0)1584 881555 (24hr number)

EMAIL
inspection@dukeaustin.com

Scheduling & inspections

admin@dukeaustin.com

General enquiries

accounts@dukeaustin.com

Account enquiries

blue@bluemarinetravel.com

Flights & travel arrangements

tony@vizisoft.net

IT support

WEBLINKS
ocimf.com
marinetraffic.com
equasis.org
skyscanner.net
nautinst.org
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
https://www.who.int/

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
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Duke Austin & Company Ltd
The Observatory, Frith Common,
Tenbury Wells, Worcestershire,
WR15 8JX, UK.
+44 1584 881555
www.dukeaustin.com

